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Dearest Friend, 

I am embarking on a voyage that shall weave me into the wonderful 
world of the written word.    While engraving those Eternal Words in the 
form of beautiful Calligraphy into all forms possible and dedicating the 
endeavour to commemorate Sri Aurobindo’s 150th Birthday, I shall 
be attempting to create experiences on selected dates from November 
2021 to March 2022.  It is a need of the hour where beauty of scripts and 
the power of sound shall flow through an artist’s caravan of  Skilful 
Splendour. 

As part of the project Non-Verbal Adjectives (aka Noun-Verbal 
Adjectives which includes exercises like Quotes on Silhouettes and 
Poetic Punctuation) this voyage called WRITE IN CALLIGRAPHY 
aims to conduct free Leaning Camps for all ages, Calligraphy Challenges 
& Competitions, Exhibitions by professional calligraphers and help 
create World Records IN CALLIgraphy (#writeincalli).  1st Nov, 1st Dec, 
1st Jan, 1st Feb and 1st March are the dates selected as milestones on the 
Voyage. 

I am inviting you to be part of this voyage as a fellow traveller who 
treads as an artist, volunteer, donor, sponsor or organiser.  Please do 
remember to carry a brush to row the board.  

To know the entire schedule of the programme log in to 
www.mime.org.in on the 12th of November, December, January, 
February and March for details and updates.  If you want more 
information on the project you could write to mime@auroville.org.in 

With Love and Light, 

Drupad (BLIP) 
Mooladhvani In Movement 
& Expression (M.I.M.E) 
- Auroville 

Name: Drupad Dinkar Gaonkar 
Bank: Kotak Mahindra Bank 
Acc/no.: 9011573299 
I.F.S.C.: KKBK0000532 
Pan.: AYHPG3622K
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A Multi-Performing Artist, 
Two Time World Record 
Holder & TedX Speaker 
Drupad (BLIP) is based in Auroville and 
is currently the Director of 
Mooladhvani In Movement & 
Expression (M.I.M.E.). He is also 
the founder member of Bharatiya 
Mookadbhinaya Natya Maha 
Sangha (Indian Mime Federation) and 
the MIME groups IMIMEGINATION 
(all India) & MAUNAM (Auroville). 
Drupad has amalgamated his knowledge 
acquired in the multiple fields of Performing 
Arts, Hospitality Industry alongside 
Advertising, IT and Education, of which he has 
more than two and half decades of experience, 
into the Silent Art-form of MIME. 
He has been working on Sri Aurobindo's Mega 
Epic SAVITRl's Mime renderation since 2008 
and performed various Canto's and Characters 
of that Genius Work in and out of India. 

He has also worked on creating new methods 
of training not only Mime but also using Mime 
to train other forms of performing arts. Apart 
from having been credited to give a 
commercial angle to the Silent Artform of 
MIME he is known to have amalgamated 
various performing and visual arts to create 
new forms and expressions. 
He has to his credit two world records which 
are 50hrs Non- Stop Mime Marathon done by 
an Individual (on the occasion of Auroville's 
50th Birthday Celebrations) and 12hrs 12mins 
Non- Stop Mime Living Statue depicting Dr. 
Abdul Kalam (on the 5th Death Anniversary of 
the 11th President of India) He is currently 
attempting to create another world record to 
commemorate Sri Aurobindo’s 150th Birthday 
Celebrations by attempting to do Non Stop 
150hrs Calligraphy writing the Quotes of Great 
Stalwarts of India including Sri Aurobindo.
He has participated in various National and 
International Events and has trained students, 
professionals, teachers, corporate managers, 
leaders among others in the Field of Mime and 
related Artforms and is a TedX Speaker.  
www.mime.org.in 
mime@auroville.org.in 
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